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1. INTRODUCTION
Rising

FOAM1.5 atmosphere-ocean model (Jacob, 1997)

concentrations

of

atmospheric

carbon dioxide during the 20th century have likely
contributed towards changes in both climate and
vegetation.

The

global

The

mean

surface

air

temperature has risen by an estimated 0.4-0.8°C
since the late 19th century, with the greatest

was coupled to LPJ dynamic vegetation model
(Sitch,

2000).

The

three

main

transient

simulations performed for this study were RP
(radiative+physiological), R (radiative), and P
(physiological), all 100 years in length and forced
by rising levels of CO2.

warming over the northern mid-high latitudes
(Hansen et al., 1999; Houghton et al., 2001).
Consistent with the high latitude warming of the
20th century has been a poleward expansion of the
northern boreal forest (D’Arrigo et al., 1987). A
greening trend in the boreal zone was identified in
satellite data by Myneni et al. (1997) and further
investigated by Zhou et al. (2001) and Lucht et al.
(2002). This study focuses on the pre-industrial to
modern period and investigates the radiative and
physiological impacts of the increase in CO2 on
climate and vegetation.

3. RESULTS
FOAM-LPJ reproduced broad aspects of
the natural (excluding land-use) biome distribution
as well as seasonal shifts in vegetation, despite
overprediction of forest in many areas and an
excessive

simulated

area

of

polar

desert.

Simulations with rising CO2 produced a general
global warming of 1°C, strongest at the high
latitudes. The overall warming was dominated by
the radiative effect of rising CO2, although the
physiological effect contributed some additional
regional warming over central and eastern Asia,
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northern Europe, and the United States (Fig. 1).

The model used in this study is the fully
coupled

global

atmosphere-ocean-land

model

FOAM-LPJ (Gallimore et al., 2004; Notaro et al.,
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The RP simulation also showed a 3% rise in global
land surface precipitation as the hydrological cycle
intensified.

The model simulated a global greening
trend, which included a poleward expansion of the
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Eurasian and North American boreal forest and an
expansion of tundra into the northern polar desert
(Fig. 2). The simulations suggest that, during the
pre-industrial to modern time, the increase in
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global total tree cover and vegetation was
primarily due to the physiological effect on plant
growth, with positive trends noted even within the
first couple of decades of run P. The radiative
effect supported boreal expansion by extending the
growing season and melting snow cover at high
latitudes. The physiological effect accelerated the
northern high latitude expansion by enhancing
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forest growth in ecological transition regions,
where both trees and grass co-exist, through CO2
fertilization.
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Fig.1 Trend in annual surface air
temperature (°C century-1) over 100
years for the (a) RP, (b) P, and (c) R runs
over the northern mid- and highlatitudes. The difference in trends (RPR-P) is shown in (d). Shading in (a)-(c)
represent statistically significant trends
with P<0.05.

Fig. 2 Change in annual-average FPAR
(fraction of photosynthetically active

(a)

radiation) over 100 years from (a) RP
run member 1, (b) P run, and (c) R run.
Increases ≥0.1 are in dark shading and

(b)

decreases ≤-0.1 are in light shading. The
change in annual-average FPAR during

(c)

1982-1999 based on Pathfinder AVHRR
data (Myneni et al., 1997) is shown in
(d). The change shown in (e) is the same
as in (d) except regions that were

(d)

anthropogenically-altered by croplands
and pastures are masked out, based on

(e)

1990 HYDE data (Goldewijk, 2000;
Goldewijk and Battjes, 1997).

